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SPECIAL FOCUS:
40 UNDER 40 2016

Special Focus | 40 Under 40 2016

EXCITING NEW
HORIZONS AHEAD
Since it was launched in 1999, Perspective magazine has championed the regional
design scene by focusing on the new and the breakthrough; looking at both
established, well-known success stories as well as young, upcoming talents

Over the past nine years of the programme, 360 promising creative talents
have so far emerged to become design leaders of today — such as Andre Fu,
Barrie Ho, Ma Yansong, Bjarke Ingels and Sou Fujimoto, to name a few. In
2016, another 40 join their ranks, chosen based on their professional
achievements, contributions to the industry, and potential for future
development and growth. Consideration is also given to any awards won,
participation in industry events at a speaker, panellist, or judge level (where
applicable), and contributions to society.
We have also launched the Perspective 40 Under 40 Alumni Association,
offering an exclusive series of benefits for its members. A new ‘Hall of Fame’
will be launched on our perspectiveglobal.com website, providing a
prominent platform to showcase Alumni members, hyperlinked back to their
personal/corporate website. Alumni members will also be offered the
opportunity to participate in Perspective focus groups, and receive special
offers on tickets to our gala A&D Trophy Awards events.
Congratulations to all our wonderful 40 Under 40 talents — we know we’ll
be hearing more from you as you reach ever greater heights.
Suzanne Miao
Diamond sponsor

Gold sponsors

Venue sponsor

Silver sponsors

Presented by

Editorial director
Perspective Ltd
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Alex Shrestha

ARCHITECTURE

Managing director

ARCHITECTURE

Ferdinand Cheung & Stephen Chow
Directors

Wonaw & Associates | Kathmandu, Nepal

Benoy | Hong Kong

www.facebook.com/WonawAssociates

www.benoy.com
he was awarded the HKIA Medal of the Year.

Alex Shrestha is a new generation of Nepali

His latest creation, the Pavilions Himalayas,

architect who is striving to make a positive impact

is a unique and first-of-its-kind self-sustainable

on architecture in Nepal. Having completed his

eco resort project in Nepal and is one of the

Cheung, whose 17 years of experience cover a

mixed-use and transit-oriented sectors across the

studies in architecture and urban planning, he also

very few environmentally-friendly resorts in the

diversity of typologies from concept to design detail

region, and he has been the leading force behind

has an MBA degree. Striving to achieve excellence

SAARC region. The eco-friendly design sets an

development, spearheads Benoy’s Asia portfolio in

Benoy’s expansion into Japan. He has helped

in design within the local context, he enjoys

unprecedented new standard in the hospitality

large-scale, mixed-use projects, which include the

grow the firm’s Hong Kong studio from 70 staff to

challenging design principles, materials and

industry with many environment friendly

high-profile International Finance Square (IFS)

its peak of over 300, and was awarded first prize

technology limitations to produce beautiful and

features and will be an inspiration for future

projects for Wharf Group. His award-winning work

for his revitalisation of the Tai O District in Hong

functional architecture.

resorts to come.

also includes Chengdu IFS, Parc 66 Jinan and

Kong and second prize for his redevelopment of

‘Skyhigh’ at 10 Pollock’s Path in Hong Kong, for which

the North Point Promenade.

Darren Zhou

ARCHITECTURE

Principal

Ferdinand Cheung and Stephen Chow are both awardwinning designers at the Hong Kong office of Benoy.

Chow’s portfolio spans the retail, commercial,

Zong De-Xin, Su Yun-Feng & Chen Jun

ARCHITECTURE

Founders

Skew Collaborative | Shanghai, China

IDO (Init Design Office) | Chongqing, China

www.skewcollaborative.com
IDO (Init Design Office) was founded by Zong

traditional architecture, as well as sustainability

An adjunct assistant professor at the University of

larger disciplinary and social discourses. Zhou has

D e -X i n , S u Yu n - Fe n g a n d C h e n J u n i n

and eco-sensibilities.

Hong Kong Shanghai Study Center and a LEED

won accolades from Blueprint, LEAF, Green-Dot,

Chongqing in 2012. Works designed by IDO

IDO’s ‘7-Meter Limit Housing Experiment’,

accredited professional, Darren Zhou obtained his

WIN and Perspective Awards, and his works have

range from large complex buildings to small

designed and built in 2013, drew broad attention

Bachelors from Columbia University, where he was

been published internationally.

private clubs, and from urban landscape to

from the media, and the project was a finalist in

interior furniture.

the 2014 WA Design Experiment Award, WA

awarded the top departmental honours, and his
Masters from Princeton University.

056

Besides lecturing at HKU-SSC, he is also the
co-director and co-founder of the Cities in Asia

In the process of practice, IDO maintains a

Housing Award and WA Social Equality Award.

Each project at SKEW aims to interrogate the city

programme, an accredited summer studio that

keen insight and independent thinking about city,

The three founding partners gave a speech titled

in which it is located via research into typology, history,

brings international students to different Asian

culture and society of contemporary China,

‘Limit of Residence: Small, Smaller’ at the

theory and form. These elements are then translated

cities, in order to understand the complexities of

mindful of the relationship between modern and

TEDxChongqing meeting in 2014.

into designs that attempt to situate the projects within

Asian urbanism.

perspective
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Mohamad Ghamlouch

ARCHITECTURE

Founder & creative director

ARCHITECTURE

Founder

Minus Collective | Hong Kong

Daydreamers Design | Hong Kong

www.minus-collective.com

www.daydreamersdesign.hk

With a Master’s degree in digital tectonics from the

Stanley Siu received a Bachelor of Architecture

Board, for which he won the Gold Award. The

Institute of Advanced Architecture in Barcelona,

He also experiments with robotics and its

degree from New Zealand’s UNITEC School of

winning design, Rising Moon, was exhibited at

Mohamad Ghamlouch’s design explorations have

influence on architecture, whether it’s 3D printing

Architecture before returning to Hong Kong. In

Victoria Park, and was a combination of large-

been primarily focused on ‘place making’ through

and prototyping or hacking a milling machine

2014, he received the Young Architect Award

scale public art and sustainable architecture.

computational modelling methods and material

into making design decisions. Ghamlouch’s work

2013, organised by the Hong Kong Institute of

In 2015, Siu was appointed by HKIA as chief

systems.

has received multiple awards, including the AIA

Architects, where he is currently chairman of the

curator for its first overseas architecture exhibition

Merit Award for unbuilt projects.

Community Development Committee.

in Taiwan, Past, Present & Future — Tracking Hong

After working for multiple international studios

Osaka’s urban renewal masterplan.

in Beirut, Shanghai, Dubai, Barcelona and Hong

He is also involved in architectural workshops

In 2012, he founded Daydreamers Design,

Kong Architecture, and the 15th Venice Biennale

Kong, he started Minus Collective, a collaborative

with the Architectural Association and University

participating in the 2013 Lantern Wonderland

International Architecture Exhibition, Stratagems

platform focused on various aspects of design,

of Hong Kong, focusing on digital tooling and its

competition organised by the Hong Kong Tourism

in Architecture: Hong Kong in Venice.

with projects such as Denmark’s Fab House and

architectural applications.

Philip Fung

ARCHITECTURE

Founding principal
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Stanley Siu

Seah Chee Huang

ARCHITECTURE

Director

Elsedesign | Shenzhen/Hong Kong

DP Architects | Singapore

www.elsedesign.cn

www.dpa.com.sg

The founding principal of Elsedesign, Philip Fung

Young Architects Award at the China Media

Seah Chee Huang joined DP Architects in 2003

An active member of SIA since 2006, Seah

holds a Master’s degree in architecture from The

Architecture Awards.

and was appointed director two years ago. He

has led various key events such as the

Chinese University of Hong Kong, and has worked

Fung has taught as a guest professor at

completed his Master of Architecture at the

Singapore Architectural Biennale in Sao Paulo,

with Yungho Chang in Beijing and Herzog & de

Nanjing University, Sichuan Academy of Fine

National University of Singapore (NUS) in 2003,

and chaired the organising committee for

Meuron in Basel from 2002-2006.

Arts, Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts and was

where he received top academic honours

ArchiFest between 2009 and 2011. A council

Elsedesign won several national design

an associate at Cheung Kong School of Art and

including the Singapore Institute of Architects (SIA)

member since 2010, he currently serves as its

awards, including second prize at the 2007

Design, Shantou University, from 2008-2011.

medal, and the Board of Architects (BOA) medal,

second vice-president.

Shanghai Young Architects Award, the Merit Prize

Currently, Fung is an adjunct assistant professor

and went on to become the top candidate in the

for Spatial Design at Hong Kong Global Design

at The Chinese University of Hong Kong’s School

2006 BOA Professional Practice Examination.

Awards 2012 and in 2013, he was a finalist for the

of Architecture.

Seah has served as an adjunct design tutor at
the NUS’ Department of Architecture since 2006.

perspective
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ART

Kerby Rosanes
Freelance illustrator

ART

Romain Jacquet-Lagrèze
Fine art photographer

Manila, Philippines

Hong Kong

kerbyrosanes.com

www.rjl-art.com

Philippines-based illustrator Kerby Rosanes’ works

Panda, Mashable, Buzzfeed, CBS News,

Photographer Romain Jacquet-Lagrèze was born

Since 2013, his images have been shown in

are characterised by whimsical lines, patterns,

MyModernMetropolis, Philippine Daily Inquirer

in France in 1987, and his interest in photography

several exhibitions in Hong Kong, Singapore,

c h a r a c t e r s a n d l i t t l e e l e m e n t s t h a t a re

and GMA NewsTV. His current online following

blossomed into a passion after his arrival in Hong

Shanghai and the Netherlands. Jacquet-

spontaneously combined to create massive

is now more than two million across various

Kong in 2009. Stunned by its architectural ‘race to

Lagrèze’s work has received attention from

compositions depicting his everyday experiences

social media sites.

the sky’ and resilience of nature, he felt the need to

both local and international press such as the

use his camera to share his feelings about the city.

South China Morning Post (Hong Hong),

or anything that inspires him.

Aside from personal projects, he

His sketchbook drawings went viral in 2013

collaborates with other artists and design

The geometry of the urban environment and

International Herald Tribune (US), National

and since then, his works have been featured in

agencies, and has worked with global clients

the vivid lives it shelters are the aspects of Hong

Geographic, Lonely Planet (Hong Kong), El Pais

various design blogs and websites such as Bored

such as Nike, Mazda, Huawei and Ford.

Kong that inspire him most. His two series, Vertical

(Spain), Figaro (France), Huffington Post (US),

Horizon and Wild Concrete, have been published

The Guardian (UK), Die Welt (Germany) and

as photo books in 2012 and 2014 respectively.

numerous blogs.

Kirin Leung

ART

Founder

ART

Seung jin Yang
Artist

kirin+lab | Hong Kong

Seoul, South Korea

www.kirinleung.com

www.seungjinyang.com

Kirin Leung is an architectural designer and a

Seung jin Yang majored in metal art design at Hongik

Once inflated, the balloons are shaped and

multimedia/sculpture artist who graduated from

University College of Art and graduated in 2013, when

fixed into the specific forms of a chair, after

the City University of Hong Kong’s department of

he began his Blowing series, and became active mainly

which eight layers of epoxy resin are applied to

architecture and school of creative media. His

in furniture design in order to participate in exhibitions.

form a very durable and rigid structure. “The

passion lies in all things design, from architecture,

Blowing comprises a series of furniture-

tactile nature of balloons is transformed into a

inspired pieces made of balloons coated with

fine-coloured ‘glass’ thanks to the glossy finish of

Recent work includes the furniture art piece Yuan

epoxy resin, inspired by his childhood memories

epoxy resin,” says the artist. “With this project, I

chair, which won a High Commendation Award at

of blowing balloons, transformed and applied to

want to turn ordinary materials and processes

CELEBRATE!2015 by RIBA, while his entry for the

industrial fabrication furniture-making processes.

into an extraordinary manufacturing process.”

2D graphics, and 3D printing to sculpture art.

Tiara Sculpture Competition, The Wings, showcased
at the Hong Kong Stock Exchange Listing
ceremony. His multimedia installation Hong Kong
2115 was exhibited at Hong Kong Week @ Taipei.
Working as an architectural designer at
Wong Tung & Partners in Hong Kong, Leung
assists in general building plan submissions and
production of presentation drawings, working
drawings and design competitions. His graphic
design work covers exhibitions, corporate
design, gifts, publications and advertising.
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Seven Tsang

ART

Founder

FASHION &
ACCESSORIES

Alexis Holm

Founder & designer

Awkward Blooms, Hong Kong

squarestreet Hong Kong

www.facebook.com/Awkward.Blooms

www.squarestreet.se

A visual designer in the fashion industry, Seven

using green plants and different species of air-

Describing himself as a “self-taught designer,

In late 2009, he moved permanently to Hong

Tsa ng la unched her own b ra n d Awk wa rd

plants to create visually inspiring and intriguing

entrepreneur, graphic designer, photographer and

Kong, staying on as gram’s creative director, and

Blooms in 2013 as a second career, aiming to

pieces, ranging from tabletop arrangements to

boss,” Alexis Holm runs a retail shop, an

renting a space which would prove to be the

promote indoor planting and botanical art in

larger-scale installations. She is especially fond of

accessories brand and acts as creative director at

crucible in which his house brand and retail space

Hong Kong.

using air-plants as the creative medium for their

gram footwear. He was born into a family of

squarestreet was founded. At squarestreet, Holm

She focuses on botanical arrangement, as it is

easy maintenance and practicality. She currently

artists and engineers on the outskirts

designs a wide variety of fashion accessories with

still in a living state (versus flower arrangement) and

sells her works online, creates bespoke pieces

of Stockholm, and now works from his studio

a modern scandinavian aesthetic, such as watches,

poses ongoing possibilities. Combining her plant

commissioned by private clients, and collaborates

knowledge with aesthetics, she is dedicated to

with commercial organisations.

in Sheung Wan.
Holm says he “performed poorly

bags, sunglasses and footwear, both for domestic
and international distribution.

through high school, skipped university
and instead took a job selling shoes at
a local mediocre chain store”, later
taking classes in pattern making,
sewing and design in the early
2000s. In 2003, he impressed a guest
lecturer sufficiently to land himself a job
at a Swedish fashion brand as design
assistant and buyer, and two years later
co-founded the footwear brand, gram.

Vince Low

ART

Artist

FASHION &
ACCESSORIES

Kenny Chiu

Chief designer, MADE IN EDEN,

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

& art director, 22°N, Hong Kong

vincelow.com.my

www.madein-eden.com

A graduate from The One Academy in Kuala

After years of experience in leathercraft, Kenny

building. With Chiu on board as art director, the

Lumpur, Malaysia, with a diploma in illustration,

Chiu established his MADE IN EDEN label in 2012,

space comprises an art gallery on the top floor, a

professional illustrator Vince Low has an eye for

h a v i n g s o u rc e d b o t h a n i n v e s t o r a n d a

workshop on the second floor and a retail outlet

details, a solid art background and strong art

manufacturer. Combining both creativity and

on the first floor.

direction and design in print, illustration, TV and

craftsmanship, Chiu designs classic modern

photography; including but not limited to digital

leather goods with a strong attention to detail.

imaging, storyboards and character design.
As head of illustration at advertising company

Combining his love for leather craftwork
with his passion for installation art, Chiu has

Having achieved notable success in both local

g a r n e re d s i g nif ican t media cov erage in

retail and overseas exhibitions (Paris, Tokyo, Korea,

p r i n t a n d b ro a d c a s t m e d i a , a s w e l l a s

Grey Group Kuala Lumpur, Low credits his love for

campaign to raise awareness for dyslexia that he

Singapore, Taiwan, among others), he launched his

success at a variety of design and fashion

art and illustration for turning his life around after a

realised that he himself suffers from the

22°N shop in 2014, based in a three-storey

awards competitions.

troubled youth — and it was when working on a

condition. “The learning disability I experienced
wasn’t normal to everyone; the majority of
people don’t see letters jumping, moving or
blinking when they read,” he says.
Since then, Low has worked on many dyslexia
campaigns, to help change many children’s lives.
He also sells his original artwork online and,
together with Kerby Rosanes and Peisy Ting,
forms creative collaborative Tiga, producing
notebooks, sketchbooks and art prints.
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Maria Mak

FASHION &
ACCESSORIES

Founder & designer

Queenie Fan

Creative director & co-founder

Twisted Sisters, Hong Kong

Cafuné, Hong Kong

www.twisted-sis.com

www.ca-fune.com

Raised in Toronto, Maria Mak graduated from Ryerson

attention of Hollywood celebrities such as Neon

Born and raised in Hong Kong, Queenie Fan has

University, where her graduation show collection was

Hitch and Angela Simmons, who have worn TwS in

always always been interested in art, design and

sponsored by Fur Council of Canada in recognition of

their music videos and at events.

fashion, and graduated from the Rhode Island School

her outstanding performance throughout her studies.

FASHION &
ACCESSORIES

In 2013, TwS won a Bronze award at the

of Design with a BFA in industrial design in 2011.

She also presented the collection at the

Design for Asia Award, competing against 900

During her studies, she took courses in

International Fur show in Montreal, and at Holt

other entries, and went on to debut its crossover

handbag and footwear design at Fashion Institute

Renfrew, an upscale department store in Canada.

shoe collection with Titikaka at the Mercedes

of Technology, which marked the beginning of her

Mak has designed for multiple international brand

Benz Fashion Week in Beijing the following year.

career as an accessories designer. Upon

names, including I.T. and MaxMara, and debuted her

TwS is now selling in US, Canada, Japan,

graduation, she spent four years working at

development and production; and gained

TwS collection at CIFF (Copenhagen, Denmark) and

Singapore, Australia, Kuwait, Korea, China,

renowned fashion houses, including 3.1 Philip Lim,

comprehensive insight into the fashion industry.

In Fashion Munich (Munich, Germany), attracting the

Taiwan, and Hong Kong.

Coach and rag & bone in New York. There she

Fan’s design philosophy is all about connections

gained valuable experiences in design,

and balance — the connection between the wearers’
experiences and the functionality of a handbag; the
balance between a timeless shape and playful
details. In 2015, she moved back to HK to co-found
accessories label Cafuné with Day Lau. As creative
director, Fan leads all design and development
processes, and oversees the branding and
marketing of Cafuné, whose debut collection
launched in December last year.

Polly Ho

Design director & co-founder

Benny Leung
Founder & director

Creatique Studio

STUDIO-M | Hong Kong

www.loom-loop.com

studio-m.hk

Designer Polly Ho graduated with a BA from Hong

South Beach hotel in Singapore.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
+ NEW MEDIA

A graduate of the Hong Kong Institute of

Award, One Show Design Awards, New York

Since then, she has gone of the win SME’s

Vocational Education and Birmingham City

TDC Awards, HKDA Global Design Awards and

Youth Entrepreneurship Award 2015, and a

University, Benny Leung has created marketing

Kan Tai-keung Design Award.

Prior to launching her own brand, Loom Loop, at

Design for Asia Award 2015 — Category Award

plans and ideas as well as design solutions for

Leung’s work has also been selected for

PMQ in 2013 together with her partner, she worked

(Bronze). Last October, she participated the

various Hong Kong performing arts and cultural

events such as the 8th Asia Graphic Design

for Misa Harada millinery in London (2003), and acted

Mercedes Benz Fashion Week in Tokyo with a

groups since 2005.

Triennale 2012 in Korea, and in the same year,

as a fashion consultant for a number of China brands.

catwalk show; and in February this year, she

Four years ago, he launched STUDIO-M,

he was also invited by the Hong Kong Design

Loom Loop’s first collection was launched in

presented another catwalk show at the official

specialising in visual branding, typography, art

Centre to participate in ‘Ingenuity Follows

spring/summer 2014, prior to Ho winning a

New York Fashion Week, both organised by the

direction and graphic design. He has won a

Nature: A Poster Exhibition of Asian Designers &

corporate fashion project for Philippe Starck’s new

Hong Kong Trade Development Council.

number of design awards, including iF Design

Tong Yang-Tze’s Calligraphy’ Hong Kong Edition.

Kong Polytechnic University in 2004, going on to
study at the University of Central England.
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Chan Hei Shing

GRAPHIC DESIGN
+ NEW MEDIA

Founder

GRAPHIC DESIGN
+ NEW MEDIA

Leo Chan

Founder and creative director

Hei Shing Book Design | Hong Kong

On Your Mark Design Laboratory | Hong Kong

www.heishing.wordpress.com

www.onyourmarkdesignlab.com

Chan Hei Shing’s enthusiasm for art and design

Camberwell College of Arts, University of the Arts

Leo Chan obtained his BA (Hons) in graphic design

can be seen in his works, which focus on

London, in 2008. Chan has won several international

from Central Saint Martins and a Master of Arts in

Chan founded On Your Mark Design

multicultural diversity — an appreciation which

and local design awards, including the YIC Young

typography/graphic design from the London

Laboratory in 2004, and has gone on to receive

developed during his time studying in both Hong

Design Talent Award (HKDC), Guardian Student

College of Printing. His video projects have been

n u m e ro u s i n t e r n at i o n a l d e s i g n a w a rd s .

Kong and the United Kingdom.

Media Award, Young Writers’ Debut Competition,

selected to be shown at film festivals in Berlin,

Recently, he has begun focusing on design

He graduated from the Hong Kong Polytechnic

HKDA Global Design Awards and the Swatch Young

Hungary and London, while his designs have been

education and socially-responsible projects in

University and went on to further his studies in

Illustrators Award. He has also exhibited his works in

exhibited at London Fashion Week 2006 and

order to demonstrate that a local Hong Kong

London, where he earned a Master’s degree from the

London, Berlin, Brussels and Hong Kong.

published in Vogue magazine (UK).

designer and design educator should always

Currently working as an independent book

He has exhibited his illustrations and art pieces

designer, Chan is also a visiting lecturer at

and also cooperated with different artists in many

international art fairs and exhibitions.

do more to contribute to art, design and
cultural development.

School of Design, the Hong Kong Polytechnic
University teaching courses in book design.

Ernest Wu

Founding partner & managing director

GRAPHIC DESIGN
+ NEW MEDIA

GRAPHIC DESIGN
+ NEW MEDIA

Ricky Lai

Creative director

The Laundromatte | Hong Kong

Open Quote | Hong Kong

www.laundromatte.com

www.openquote.com.hk

Ernest Wu is the founding partner of one of Hong

A graduate of Central Saint Martins, London, Ricky

Kong’s leading creative visual studios, The

Lai is the creative director of Open Quote Concept

Laundromatte, and credits his work ethic and drive

Store. As a communication designer, artist and

to two summers he spent working in Japan: “As a

curator, he is active in diverse fields including

professional, I believe it is our responsibility to

graphic design, illustration, and music composition.
Lai believes that with the right design thinking

create work that we’re proud of and that respects

and a certain degree of technical ability, creativity

our clients,” he says.
With his grasp of 3D imaging, mastery of the
hardware and the software involved, and years of
working with creatives, Wu bridges the divide

between engineering and the artistic, ensuring
that every member of the project team
understands what is going on — a vital
component of The Laundromatte’s success.

066

Together with his partner Joshua Wong, Wu

should not be hindered by any boundaries,

has built a working environment that is distinct

believing that the 21st century is in need of

from Hong Kong’s corporate culture: “We will

interdisciplinary talent.

continue to grow by partnering with clients and

Open Quote is a Hong Kong-based creative

experts from other industries that share our

brand, as well as a concept store selling art and

tenacity in the pursuit of imagination and quality,

lifestyle products and a bookstore selling books

and treat their employees as a family.”

and CDs.
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Ruth Chao

GRAPHIC DESIGN
+ NEW MEDIA

Co-founder & creative director

INTERIOR
DESIGN

Christina Luk
Founder & director

INDICUBE | Hong Kong

Lukstudio | Shanghai, China

www.indicube.com

www.lukstudiodesign.com

Ruth Chao launched her career in the world of

and development. Since its founding, INDICUBE

Born and raised in Hong Kong, Christina Luk

been widely published by international media,

design at British Vogue and honed her skills at Lane

has worked with over 20 clients spanning 12

achieved a Bachelor of Architecture degree at the

including Perspective, Condé Nast, Cosmobride,

Crawford and I.T Apparel, where she designed for

industries in nine countries, including Estée

University of Toronto in 2002, obtaining her OAA

D+A, Darc, Deco, Domus, Dwell, Elle, Frame,

multiple brands and institutions including Maison

Lauder, Mr Porter, New World Development,

architect licence before relocating to Shanghai,

Hospitality Design, Hospitality Interiors, ID+C,

Martin Margiela, Isabel Marant, Victoria Beckham,

Hong Kong Jockey Club and Hypebeast.

China, in 2007.

and Tatler.

The Met Gala, and Stella McCartney.

Drawing from her psychology degree at the

With wide experience in urban planning,

Lukstudio’s recent project, Noodle Rack,

In 2014, Chao and her partner Antonia Li

University of Bristol, Chao has a deep

heritage conservation, mixed-use architectural

was named by Azure magazine as one of the

co-founded INDICUBE, where she leads the team to

understanding of the consumer psyche and uses

complexes, institutional design, hospitality

Top 10 Interiors of 2015, and the studio was

provide a range of creative services, including

it to translate clients’ desires into successful

interiors and gallery exhibit design, Luk founded

listed by GOOOOD as one of top 10 young

brand identity, graphic design, website/app design

visual communication.

Lukstudio in 2011. The company’s projects have

designers in 2015.

INTERIOR
DESIGN

Alvin Tjitrowirjo
Founder

Chu Chih-Kang
Design director

AlvinT Studio | Jakarta, Indonesia

Chu Chih-Kang Space Design |

www.alvin-t.com

Kaohsiung City, Taiwan; and Shenzhen, China

INTERIOR
DESIGN

www.kang.com.tw
A graduate of Australia’s RMIT University, Jakartabased Alvin Tjitrowirjo established his design firm,

Born in Taiwan, Chu Chih-Kang studied traditional

traditional Chinese painting, Chu has developed

AlvinT Studio, in 2010. He has collaborated with

Chinese painting at the National Taiwan University

a keen sense in the area of space and

Indonesia’s leading architects and interior

of Arts before earning a Master’s degree in

dimensions, as demonstrated in his creation for

designers as well as commercial brands ranging

product design and architecture at Shih Chien

the Fangsuo Bookstore in Chengdu, China. A

from consumer electronics to F&B companies.

University in 2007. Established in 2010, Chu Chih-

specialist in commercial space design and

Kang Space Design has offices in Kaohsiung and

conceptual projects, he is also involved in

Shenzhen, where Chu is now based.

product design and exhibition planning, and has

The studio’s latest collaboration is with well
known conceptual F&B specialists Ismaya Group
for Collete&lola. AlvinT Studio also collaborated

Thanks to his extensive background in

received multiple international design awards.

with TOTO in 2013, designing an exclusive
sanitary collection called TOTO TOJA specifically
for southeast Asia and the Middle East.
Among other projects, AlvinT has designed
art installations for BMW and Lamborghini, and
currently works on a wide range of interiors
projects, from restaurants and bars to hotels
and apartments.
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INTERIOR
DESIGN

Cyrus Mok

Interior designer

Nelson Chow
Principal

LWK & Partners | Hong Kong

Nelson Chow Design & Architecture | Hong Kong

www.lwkp.com

www.ncda.biz

Before joining LWK & Partners, Cyrus Mok was a

INTERIOR
DESIGN

and publications.

Raised in Canada, Nelson Chow is a New York

Dezeen and ArchDaily Awards.

project director at Panorama. Accolades he has

Involved in a wide spectrum of spatial

State licensed architect who has worked on

NCDA has also won numerous professional

won include the TID Award for Commercial Space

d e s i g n p ro j e c t s i n c l u d i n g F & B , re t a i l ,

critically-acclaimed projects such as Steelworks

prizes for projects such as the Old Street Kobiteh

for his participation in Skytel hotel in Chengdu in

hospitality and clubhouses, Mok, a graduate

Lofts, the W hotel and Madame Geneva Bar.

restaurant, which received a 2014 Design for

2014, and an IF Design Award in 2015. His Yue

of the Hong Kong Design Institute, has been

He later relocated to Hong Kong, where he

Asian Award; the Pak Loh Times Square

restaurant was shortlisted for the Restaurant & Bar

exploring the crossover and mix of chemistry

joined the award-winning Edge Design Institute,

restaurant, which received the 2014 Asia Pacific

Design Award in 2015. Some of his projects,

between different programmes, providing

specialising in the design of luxury homes and

Interior Design Award Bronze Award; while the

including Water Courtyard House and Parkview

him with new insight and interpretation into

yachts. Since establishing NCDA in 2012, Chow’s

Mrs Pound restaurant was named by Time Out

Club, have been featured in design magazines

design methodology.

work has been featured in a range of international

magazine as ‘one of the city’s most forward

media, including the South China Morning Post,

thinking and, frankly, best eateries.’

Gavin Ho

Design leader (interiors)

INTERIOR
DESIGN

Simon Zeng & Vincent Zhang
Co-founders & directors

Woods Bagot | Hong Kong

Stylus Studio | Hong Kong

www.woodsbagot.com

stylus-studio.com

A design leader at Woods Bagot, Gavin Ho has won

Victoria, Australia 2010; Emerging Interior

With a rich and solid foundation in international

multiple international design awards, including

Designer of the Year and first prize in the at

design, including stints with Hirsch Bedner &

being named the winner of the HKTDC x HKIDA

International Design Awards in Los Angeles 2008.

Associates, interior architects Vincent Zhang and

Open the Box for Society competition at the

Ho also volunteers at Woods Bagot’s Summer

Simon Zeng founded Stylus Studio in Hong Kong

InnoDesignTech Expo in Hong Kong 2015; second-

Students Workshop, and has participated in the

in 2013. Their projects range from luxury retail,

prize at the Domus Academy Master Scholarship

Moleskine exhibition at Salone Internazionale del

residential and restaurant ventures to boutique

Design Award in Milan 2010; runner-up at the

Mobile, and at Index, the interior design graduate

hotels and commercial space.

Interior Design Graduate of the Year Awards in

exhibition at RMIT University.

INTERIOR
DESIGN

Zeng has led several award-winning hotel
projects throughout Asia — most recently, he won
the HA+D Award for Design Excellence (2013),
and an Idea-Tops International Space Design
Award for Best Hotel Design (2012), both for his
work on The St Regis Sanya Yalong Bay Resort.
Zhang, who obtained his Master’s degree in
interior architecture in Paris, was the first
Chinese member of CFAI (Conseil Français des
Architectes d’Intérieur). After returning to Asia,
he worked for HBA and then for the Gettys
Group (Hong Kong) as senior project designer.
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Tony Wong
Chief designer

PRODUCT
DESIGN

Aarti Aggarwal

Creative head & owner

A Square | Hong Kong

KNOCK ON WOOD | New Delhi, India

www.a-2.com.hk

knockonwood.in

With 15 years of extensive experience under his

Aarti Aggarwal leads the creative design team at

Her designs thus sit at the confluence of an Indian

belt, Tony Wong joined A Square as design

KNOCK ON WOOD (KNW), also known as The

sensibility and a specialised western training.

director in 2002. Specialising in modern, simple

House of Design. Her father built furniture as a

Among the first in India to cater to clients

design, his speciality is space utilisation and

hobby, inspiring in his daughter a passion for

ranging from global brands in hospitality,

conceptual design based on building intervals.

carpentry and furniture design. “The thrill of seeing

residential developments to high net worth

Focusing primarily on residential projects,

a log change shape motivated me,” says Aggarwal.

individuals, Aggarwal’s strong design sensibility

Wong adheres to the design concept of ‘life-based

“Design for me is a way of life; you don’t choose to

articulates her international exposure and innate

design’, which states that the design of a home

design, it just needs to be done.”

love for Indian art and culture. Her dedication,

should reflect the lifestyle of the occupant. The

Aggarwal studied domestic design at the

hard work, skill and creativity enabled her to set

University of Arts, London, and specialised in chair

up a studio that speaks of the intricacy and art of

design at the Danish Skole of Design, Copenhagen.

fine craftsmanship.

primary task of a designer must therefore be to
satisfy the spatial and functional demands of the
occupant, mastering not only the sense of
aesthetics but also the visual balance. Stating
that “famous works are reflected in tiny aspects”,
each of Wong’s projects are extremely detailoriented, resulting in the overall precision of the
entire design scheme.

YC Chen
Founder

INTERIOR
DESIGN

PRODUCT
DESIGN

Caroline Olah
Founder

hoo | Hong Kong

REDDIE | Hong Kong

www.hoo-residence.com

reddie.co

Born in Shanghai and raised in Hong Kong, YC

including Leo Burnett, Ogilvy, Chan Tsang

Caroline Olah is a designer and interior architect who

Chen — who describes himself as a perfectionist —

Wong Chu & Mee Advertising and communion

has worked at some of the world’s leading

graduated from the University of Michigan with a

w. In 2009, without any prior interior design

architecture firms in New York, Dubai, and Sydney for

Bachelor of Business Administration honours

training, he started his own interior design

over 10 years. In her previous role in New York at

degree after giving up interior design originally

brand, hoo, which stands for ‘home of one, one

Skidmore Owings and Merrill, she led a team to

due to parental pressure.

of a kind’. Believing that every home should

complete the interiors for a new tower project in

After returning to Hong Kong, he spent 11

have its own character, his projects are

Geneva, Moscow, and a luxury townhouse in London.

years in the advertising industry as a creative

designed and named individually, resulting in

director, working for a range of agencies

‘haute couture homes’.

Olah’s passion for design has now translated into

provides customisable designer furniture online.

furniture and product design in the form of online

Creating REDDIE has been much more than

retailer REDDIE, a revolutionary furniture concept that

just designing furniture; with years of experience
managing large-scale architecture interiors, Olah
has applied this knowledge to developing a
robust brand. Unlike most furniture brands,
REDDIE designs, manufactures, and distributes
each item, controlling the entire supply chain to
ensure the best quality.
Olah believes in being socially responsible,
and with REDDIE she ensures that products are
made ethically and supports emerging talent at
every opportunity.
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PRODUCT
DESIGN

Darlie Lau

PRODUCT
DESIGN

Simin Qiu

Founder

Product designer

DL by DarlieLau | Hong Kong

Shanghai, China

darlielau.com
DL by DarlieLau was launched after Darlie Lau

from objects to

Simin Qiu is a product designer based in

International Design Week, and his projects such

completed his studies in product design at the

interiors

and

Shanghai, China, who graduated from the Royal

as Swirl, End Grain and Artificial Nature have won

Hong Kong Polytechnic University, having won an

mechanisms. His

College of Art in 2015, gaining a Master’s degree

worldwide media attention, including coverage in

award at the Perspective Awards 2013 for his

vibrant imagination

in product design. He also holds a Bachelor of Arts

Wallpaper*, FRAME, GQ, Home Decor, Dezeen

graduation project, Transtroller.

and

degree in industrial design from China Academy

and Designboom.

ability

to

of Art, 2012.

After his graduation, Lau interned at

innovate and take a

companies such as Innermost Hong Kong and

fresh approach to a

In London, Qiu worked for

Schneid Lighting & Furniture. He also worked in a

seamless blending

the Samuel Wilkinson industrial

team at Mattel as a toy designer, and in sculpture

of east and west is

company, before joining the

design with Richard X. Zawitz. He has collaborated

w h a t ke e p s h i s

renowned Neri&Hu Design and

on numerous projects in the past three years, with

work relevant and increasingly in demand across

his skill set ranging from sketching to 3D design,

all continents.

Joey Lau

Director & founder

Research Office in Shanghai.
Among the many awards

Last year, his Dax table won an A’ International

he has already won include The

Design award in the Furniture, Decorative Items

Wood Award UK 2015, iF

and Homeware Design category, and this year, he

design Award 2014 and Adobe

won a Young Swedish Design Award for his

design achievement Award

Carousel stool, the first piece of furniture he ever

2014. He has been invited to

designed. Most recently, Lau was selected as one

present his designs at the 100%

of the New Talent winners at the DMY Berlin 2016

Design London, iF Design

international design festival.

Museum exhibition and Beijing

PRODUCT
DESIGN

Vito Selma

Creative director & founder

CreamArt | Hong Kong

Vito Selma | Cebu, Philippines

creamart.hk

www.vitoselma.com

Joey Lau, who was part of the Design Incubation

Foodware’s products have won a range of

Since 2006, Vito Selma has dabbled in different

Programme at InnoCentre in 2009, recently opened

awards from competitions such as the iF

aspects of furniture design. Starting out as creative

a new concept store at PMQ in Hong Kong to launch

Product Design Award, Smart Gift Design

director for Stonesets International, he worked his way

her original kitchen and household brand, Foodware.

Award and Design for Well-Being, and were

to the head design director post before launching Vito

Lau has also designed for global brands such

shortlisted in the Shenzhen Design Award for

Selma as a separate and independent brand.

as Philips, P&G, Electrolux, Siemens and Toy’R’Us,

Young Talents (SZ+DAY).

PRODUCT
DESIGN

He earned his Master’s degree in industrial

across a wide range of products including

Lau has been Honorary Secretary of the Hong

design at the Scuola Politecnica di Design in Milan,

kitchenware, personal care, electronic, mobile

Kong Designers Association since 2014, and also

Italy, where he began forming a distinct voice in

accessories and jewellery. Through her company

served as one of the judges for Taiwan International

furniture design, crediting mentors such as Debbie

Awards to Selma’s credit include the Industrial

CreamArt, Lau has assisted a number of SMEs to

Student Design Competition at 2015 on behalf of

Palao, George Haast, Raffaella Mangiarotti, the

Design Award in the 2010 DOST National

establish new brands and product lines.

Hong Kong Federation of Design Associations.

Campana Brothers and Spanish Studio Cul De Sac.

Invention Contest for the Geo table and Best
Design for Material Innovation at the Cebu Next
2010 show for the Wrinkle lamp, to name a few. In
2013, he was presented with the Young
Entrepreneur of the Year Award by the Cebu
Chamber of Commerce and Industry. His work has
also been featured in international publications
such as Perspective, Elle Décor, Harpers Bazaar,
Vogue Living Australia, Habitat (South Africa) and
Architectural Digest in Mexico.
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A gathering of winners
Hosted at the offices of venue sponsor JLL, the 10th 40 under 40 Awards saw an excited and vivacious crowd
of winners, VIPs, friends and supporters in attendance. The event allowed those being honoured to enjoy
some well-deserved down-time, and also an opportunity to mingle with other like-minded individuals.
Including a forum, a cocktail party and a Q&A session, guests enjoyed good music, wine and food.
David Lo from the Hong Kong Designers Association was thrilled to win a Capisco Puls chair,
sponsored by Scandinavian Business Seating, while editorial director Suzanne Miao announced the
launch of Perspective’s new 40 Under 40 Alumni Association for all past and present winners.
Once again, congratulations to all!
PHOTOGRAPHY:
Dicky Liu

1

2

3

4

5

1 Guests enjoyed drinks and nibbles while
waiting for the presentation to begin

4 Asian Integrated Media’s Willy Ng (right)
with Winnie Lui, VP of marketing at HKT

2 Matthew Clifford, MC for the forum and
head of energy and sustainability services
— North Asia for JLL

5 Anphe Chan and Federica Roverato of
Adapt Asia

3 Just a few of the 400 past and present 		
winners of Perspective’s 40 Under 40 		
Awards, celebrating its 10th anniversary
this year
076

6 Perspective executive director
Nigel Oakins (left)

6

7

8

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

7 Perspective’s digital editor Sophie Cullen
(left) with Michelle Norman from Baan
and Tammy Hoy from JLL

10 Anne Park from BARRIE HO ARCHITECTURE
INTERIORS (centre) with the Architecture
category winners

13 Business director Sammie Wu from circle
dynamic with the group of winners in 		
Graphic Design & New Media

8 A packed audience at the pre-event forum
and Q&A session

11 Perspective executive director Peter Jeffery

14 JLL marketing director Tammy Hoy (centre)
with the winners in the Art category

9 Scandinavian Business Seating regional 		
manager Michelle Tsui (third from right) with
the Fashion & Accessories group of winners

12 The panel of experts discussed
sustainability issues at the pre-event
forum (see page 78 for more)

15 HKT Premier VP of relationship account
management Fiona Tang (centre) with
the Interior Design category winners

16 Scandinavian Business Seating regional
manager Michelle Tsui with lucky draw
winner David Lo, chairman of the Hong
Kong Designers Association
17 Colourliving assistant holistic marketing
manager Ken Wong (centre) with the 		
Product Design winners
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resources, many of which aren’t even available to
the local population — but you’ll find them at these
resorts, because they have to provide them for
their guests”.
The Pavilions thus undertook as green a design
as possible, utilising familiar sustainable solutions
such as flat-bed solar panels, heat pumps,
rainwater collection, grey water harvesting, low
VOC paints, natural ventilation to maintain
comfortable temperatures for guests (i.e. no airconditioning), and employing local craftsmen and
building methodology as much as possible.
Opened in November 2015, The Pavilions was
a finalist at the 2016 Asia Hotel Design Awards,
capturing the Asian spirit by uniting sustainability
and energy-saving features into its construction
and interior design.
“If you have the will, you can do anything,”
Shrestha said.
Of course, being green and incorporating

Panellists Alex Shrestha, Rowena Gonzales, Alessandro Bisagni, Gilbert Lennox King and
Julanne Minster, with forum moderator Matthew Clifford

sustainability apply just as much to the individual
Hosted by venue sponsor
JLL, the forum saw
panellists discussing ways
in which designers today
are able to conceive,
challenge and champion
the values to underpin
a design-sensitive
and sustainable
living environment

Making things better
Opening this year’s 40 Under 40 event, expert panellists looked at how
today’s design talent conceive, challenge and champion the values to
underpin a design-sensitive and sustainable living environment

at home, as it does to corporations and large-scale
architectural and design projects. Rowena
Gonzales is CEO of Liquid Interiors in Hong Kong,

On a larger scale, measuring, grading and certifying green buildings has

a specialist sustainable interior design firm which

become a significant industry in its own right; as Alessandro Bisagni,

has handled project in commercial interiors, luxury

managing director of BEE, noted, “LEED is no longer enough… What happens

hospitality, retail and F&B design.

after that? The important thing is to continue sustainability in the long-term.”
BEE — Bisagni Environmental Enterprise — is based out of Shanghai and
Hong Kong, and specialises in the procurement of sustainable construction
materials and consultancy services for green building certification such as

TEXT:
Suzanne Miao
PHOTOGRAPHY:
Dicky Liu

Moderated by Matthew Clifford, head of energy
and sustainability services — North Asia for JLL, the
venue sponsor for 40 Under 40 2016, a special
forum focused on how creative professionals
Matthew Clifford
Head of energy
and sustainability
services — North Asia, JLL

Gilbert Lennox King
COO, Energenz |
Hong Kong
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Alex Shrestha
Managing director,
Wonaw & Associates |
Kathmandu, Nepal

Julanne Minster
VP, business
development,
Delos Asia

Alessandro Bisagni
Managing director,
BEE | Hong Kong &
Shanghai, China

Rowena Gonzales
CEO, Liquid Interiors |
Hong Kong

optimise building construction and interior design

LEED, WELL, China 3 Star, HK BEAM, and RESET. BEE is a USGBC LEED Proven

Making good business
decisions doesn’t have to
be expensive...
There is no cultural or
political divide in wanting
to be healthy

Provider. Pointing to a clear shift in attitudes and awareness of sustainability,
Bisagni said that proving compliance and instilling ongoing tracking systems
were both critical.
Agreeing was Gilbert Lennox King, COO of Energenz, a specialist energy
management consulting firm based in Hong Kong committed to helping
clients achieve new standards in energy efficiency and reduce operating costs
at all stages of the building lifecycle. “Energy-efficiency in this part of the world
is very exciting right now,” he said. “More clients are taking this very seriously —
from large establishments such as casinos to small off-grid hotels. They’re all

to improve living conditions in increasingly

looking at their existing footprint, and want to be able to measure and prove

cramped cities around the world today.

that they are functioning sustainably.”

Honing in on the very topical issue of

Focusing not just on built sustainability but human sustainability is equally

‘Sustainability and Energy Savings in Architectural

important, noted Julanne Minster, VP of business development for Delos in Asia.

& Interior Design’, the panel of experts took a

Recently, she led the renovation of an old

Delos ‘owns’ the WELL Building Standard® certification, an evidence-based system

critical look at how ways in which designers today

apartment just 400 sq-ft in size, transforming it into

for measuring, certifying and monitoring the performance of building features that

are able to conceive, challenge and champion the

a “luxurious, chic eco-haven, with a healthier

impact health and well-being. WELL is administered by the International WELL

values to underpin a design-sensitive and

environment for the occupants”. One key design

Building Institute™ (IWBI), a public benefit corporation whose mission is to

sustainable living environment.

element was that of “transformability”, inspired by

improve human health and well-being through the built environment.

The session kicked off with a special

her father’s home in the Philippines: “One space

“Real estate is the fastest-growing asset class in the world, followed by

presentation by Alex Shrestha, managing director

will have multiple uses, so transformable furniture

health and well-being,” she noted. “It is important to get these two sectors to

of Wonaw & Associates in Kathmandu, Nepal. The

makes this possible,” she says, pointing also to

talk to each other… Making good business decisions doesn’t have to be

architect and urban planner for The Pavilions

things such as circadian lighting, natural ventilation

expensive. You have to weigh up the costs of doing something against doing

Himalayas Hotel project in Pokhara, Nepal, noted

and double-glazing as major contributors to a

nothing. What will it cost if we do nothing? There is no cultural or political

that hotels and resorts “have a huge appetite for

greener environment.

divide in wanting to be healthy.”

•
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